
Quick and easy deliveries 
of spare parts for high 

availability and reduced 
inventory

Speedy Delivery of Spares

By keeping the large majority of the 
most frequently required spare parts 
in stock, we can deliver spare parts 
instantly from hubs all over the world. 
With Sulzer Speedy Delivery of Spares 
you can keep your stock at minimum 
level – without jeopardizing your pro-
cess reliability.

Our Warehouse Is Your Warehouse
Keeping spare parts in stock at a 
minimum, while being able to maintain 
performance and operational reliability, 
is a growing challenge. You need a 
partner with the capability and commit-
ment to go beyond the expected.

Sulzer Speedy Delivery of Spares 
means that you can rely on quick and 
easy deliveries of spare parts for high 
availability and reduced inventory. We 
maintain a complete range of the most 
common spare parts for instant delivery 
at hubs all over the world.

Our dedicated warehouses and hubs 
have a complete assortment of high-
quality spare parts, ensuring both high 

availability and speedy deliveries with 
short lead times. This in turn means that 
you are able to reduce your own stock, 
which helps free up capital. What’s 
more, with a very short lead time we are 
even able to offer trimmed and dynami-
cally balanced impellers that meet your 
specific requirements, thus resulting in 
substantial energy savings.

Typical Parts on Stock
Impellers, side plate/wear discs, wear 
rings, shafts, shaft sleeves, shaft seals, 
bearings, bearing assemblies/bearing 
units, seal cartridges, service kits and 
others.

Key Benefits
• Easy order handling ensures quick 

service and speedy shipment of spare 
parts.

• High availability of spare parts for 
maximum uptime.

• Helps reduce on-site stock and cost of 
spare parts.

• Extensive spare parts offer for all small 
and mid-size process pumps and older 
ranges helps extend service life.

SDS - Speedy Delivery of Spares does in 
practice mean same day shipment
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